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welcome to the 
Kimberly Meredith Media Kit 

Kimberly Meredith is a Medical Medium, Trance Channeler, Hands-on Healer, and
Spiritual Teacher. Blessed with a unique array of extraordinary healing and psychic
abilities, Kimberly Meredith is quickly gaining recognition as one of the world’s most
gifted Medical Mediumship Healers and Spiritual Speakers. Kimberly is a vessel for
God, Mother Mary, Ascended Masters, Angels, and Advanced Civilizations. Kimberly is
often compared to Edgar Cayce, the Father of Holistic Medicine, himself a Medical
Medium, and the most documented psychic of the 20th Century.

Kimberly has healed and helped many thousands of people, removing tumors,
restoring hearing, curing cancer, correcting immobility, and completely alleviating
people of disease. Kimberly is able “scan” people and animals faster and more
accurately than any MRI, ultrasound or thermography machine, accurately diagnosing
diseases and symptoms. Through her healing mediumship and blinking eyes, Kimberly
is then guided to perform laying-on of hands or psychic surgery to heal these
conditions through the power of the Holy Spirit.

Kimberly’s gifts manifest through her eyes blinking up to 20 Multidimensional Codes,
including three consecutive blinks, which indicate Divine Confirmation. She
communicates through Divinely-guided sign language, and she also speaks in 5th
Dimensional Etheric Angelic Light Language in order to heal, awaken, and
move humanity forward. 



Kimberly has healed thousands of people and animals one-on-one, remotely over
Skype, and in large group events and Expos where she is a featured presenter.

In order to scientifically prove her abilities, Kimberly has been rigorously tested by
numerous highly-regarded scientific laboratories, all of which validated her
extraordinary healing powers, which are measurable even through solid walls. 
Kimberly has been tested by 

     Dr. C. Norm Shealy, Neurosurgeon, a pioneer of Holistic Medicine, Professor
Emeritus of Energy Medicine, Founder of the National Institute of Holistic Medicine

 PSY-TEK Subtle Energy Laboratory and Research Facility
     Most recently, the famed IONS Institute of Noetic Sciences, headed by the
eminent scientist Dr. Dean Radin

Kimberly has received extensive media attention, including several cover feature    
appearances, in publications like Awareness Magazine, Whole Life Times Magazine, 
The Life Connection Magazine, Thrive Global, The New York Daily News, and 
NEWLIFE Magazine. 

A highly-regarded Trance Channeler, Kimberly is a frequent guest on numerous 
nationally-syndicated radio shows and podcasts, where she demonstrates her 
Medical Mediumship and healing for people around the world. Many have been 
healed simply by listening to the sound of her voice.

Kimberly also hosts her own syndicated radio program, The Medical Intuitive Miracle  
Show, broadcast live weekly on KCAA  Radio  102.3 FM - 1050 AM - 106.5 FM 
And streaming worldwide on KCAARadio.com, Spotify, Stitcher, iHeartRADIO, Tiki, 
and Spreaker. 

Please visit Kimberly’s website for more information: www.thehealingtrilogy.com

Official Facebook Public Figure Page: facebook.com/kimberlymeredith11/
Official Instagram Public Figure Page: instagram.com/meredith.kimberly
Official Twitter Public Figure Page: twitter.com/HealingTrilogy
Official YouTube Channel: http://bit.ly/kimberlymyoutube

For media inquiries and live event bookings, kindly contact Kimberly's agent,
Bill Gladstone, Waterside Agency,  admin@waterside.com
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TESTIMONIALS 

“There’s no question the EEG changed abruptly, during our testing; and to me this shows
that Kimberly is among other things, almost certainly focusing scalar energy. I don’t know 
anything else that could travel through a wall that fast.”   – Dr. C. Norman Shealy 

C. Norman Shealy, MD, Ph.D. is a neurosurgeon, psychologist, and founding president of the
American Holistic Medical Association. For over three decades, Dr. Shealy has been at the
forefront of alternative medicine and alternative health care. As the inventor of the TENS machine,
and other innovative discoveries in medicine, he has published more than 300 articles and authored
more than 24 books. Dr. Shealy is the co-founder of the American Board of Scientific Medical
Intuition, and perhaps the world’s foremost medical expert on medical intuition. Norman Shealy
performed numerous tests on Kimberly Meredith, medical intuitive healer, with a blind study of
clients and machines at the Shealy Wellness Center, Springfield Mo.

Dr. C Norman Shealy Testimony of Kimberly Meredith’s Medical Intuitive Abilities



Elevate your 
consciousness and 
heal your life
In Awakening to the Fifth 
Dimension, author Kimberly 
Meredith offers readers something 
truly revolutionary—a new 
dimension of healing. Kimberly 
Meredith discovered her healing 
gifts after two  near  death 
experiences in 2013.  She is now one 
of the most in-demand medical 
intuitive healers in the nation, 
traveling the country to speak at 
events, appearing at major 

consciousness and global virtual events, and offering healing to those who so 
desperately in need. 

Awakening to the Fifth Dimension: Discovering the Soul’s Path to Healing, is the 
first time Kimberly will be sharing her gift with a wider audience, giving readers 
the tools to implement this healing in their own lives. Whether you are wrestling 
with chronic illness, seemingly untreatable symptoms, or other mental, 
emotional, or physical ailments, Kimberly’s gentle wisdom offers a way forward 
towards happiness and freedom. Filled with instruction, case studies, 
testimonials, and practical methods Awakening to the Fifth Dimension will 
empower readers to confront their own health struggles and find true, lasting 
healing. 

Preorder Kimberly's New Book, Awakening to the Fifth Dimension at 
https://www.thehealingtrilogy.com/awakening-to-the-5th-dimension-book/

https://www.thehealingtrilogy.com/awakening-to-the-5th-dimension-book/


Awakening to the Fifth 
Dimension

A Guide to Discovering the 
Soul’s Path to Healing

By Kimberly Meredith
Hay House | September 2021 | £12.99
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**World-renowned medical medium 
shows readers how to heal by 

elevating their consciousness and 
entering the Fifth Dimension**

Prepare to discover a new 
dimension of healing.

Following a near-death experience in 2012 where an SUV knocked Kimberly onto the concrete, she 
was told she would not walk again. After a painful and arduous journey to recovery in which 
Kimberly was slowly losing the ability to speak, she began praying over her body and learning to 
heal herself. With her gifts no longer dormant, it was with the help of The Divine that brought her 
back from her near-death experience. Now she was tasked with accepting the light and awakening 
fully to her gifts.

Tapping into these gifts, Kimberly Meredith is here to show you a route to an optimum life; by 
finding new-found health and vitality on all levels. Choosing to elevate our consciousness into 
higher dimensions such as the fifth dimension can greatly improve the qualities of our lives, awaken 
our gifts and heal ourselves faster than ever before. At this time, many spiritual higher-dimensional 
Guides are here for us, to serve us and move us into the fifth dimension.

Full of practical methods, nutrition, case studies and testimonials, Awakening to the Fifth 
Dimension will empower you to confront your own health struggles and find true, lasting healing. 
You will discover:

• Methods to alleviate mental, emotional, and physical ailments.
• Spiritual practices that will lift you into the realm of the Fifth Dimension.
• Stories, exercises, prayers, affirmations, and other information to elevate your mind, body, 

and soul.
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• Kimberly has a devoted audience of 50.4K Instagram followers who are waiting for
this book and will act as ambassadors for the book at pre-launch and on publication.

• Kimberly Meredith is a gifted medium. Her skills as a medium have been verified at
IONS (Institute of the Noetic Sciences) and Dr Norman Shealy refers to her as a
modern-day Edgar Caycee.

• This book contains direct, actionable content. Readers who are suffering from illness
and struggling to find answers will find the practical tips and advice useful. They will
be able to quickly address their own health issues and find healing on their own.

• Kimberly Meredith has a unique story that will interest readers. She discovered her
healing gift after experiencing an eye-opening near-death experience.

• Kimberly has an extensive speaking schedule and is an in-demand speaker. She offers
workshops and speaks at conventions, as well as routinely hosting online events.

Feature ideas: 

• Take 5 in the 5th dimension: bringing spiritual and miraculous healing into your life
with world renowned medical medium and healer Kimberly Meredith.

• Higher dimensions and how they can completely transform our lives with world
renowned medical medium and healer Kimberly Meredith.

• “In 2012, just before Thanksgiving, as I was walking down a sidewalk in Sherman
Oaks, California, the passenger door of a passing SUV flew open and struck me,
hitting me square in my body and knocking me off my feet…” true-life story with
world renowned medical medium Kimberly Meredith.

• 5 ways the 5th Dimension improve the quality of your life.
• What is the 5th Dimension? World renowned healer Kimberly Meredith tells all.

This book will open a portal into the Fifth-Dimension way of thinking and living. Find 
happiness and freedom with Kimberly's gentle wisdom and guidance.

Embark on your own journey toward the Divine Miracles available to us all.

Kimberly Meredith is an internationally renowned medical medium and healer. Following 
two near-death experiences, she received miraculous healing gifts from the Holy Spirit. In 
addition to hosting the syndicated radio hit, The Medical Intuitive Miracle Show, Kimberly 
is also a frequent guest on numerous radio shows and podcasts. www.thehealingtrilogy.com

P.T.O for features/ For PR enquiries please contact katherineobrien@hayhouse.co.uk

Notes for Editors:

https://www.thehealingtrilogy.com/awakening-to-the-5th-dimension-book/

https://www.thehealingtrilogy.com/awakening-to-the-5th-dimension-book/
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Kimberly’s live medical intuitive scan and interview with Alan Steinfeld of New Realties:

“At this time in our evolution, so many talented healers are coming forward to help shift the 
planetary vibration and send higher healing energies to our bodies.  Kimberly Meredith is one of 
the most gifted.  Her connection to source is one of the most powerful I have witnessed.  There is 
nothing she shies away from.   She calls on the Holy Spirit, the angelic order and her own loving 
heart to help all those that are in need.  Seeing her work is a true gift.”  –Alan Steinfeld



Kimberly Meredith on LA YOGA 

Virtual Conscious Life Expo 2021 

The 19th Annual Conscious Life Expo presents its first Virtual Event from 
February 19-21, 2021. 

by Felicia M. Tomasko (February 19, 2021) 

At the Conscious Life Expo! Upgrade your mind through a weekend of special virtual 
programming that pushes the boundaries of progressive change and innovation. Like a TV 
show, the Expo will run continuously from 2 pm on Friday with a sacred Opening Ceremony to 6 
pm on Sunday with a Closing Ceremony live-streamed directly from the Temple of Osiris in 
Memphis, Egypt. 

The time between is filled with three- and four-hour themed content segments in healing, 
prosperity, extraterrestrials, ascension, and science that bring a wide variety of speakers to 
each subject, in succession, allowing the viewer to purchase a ticket specifically for that content 
only. There are also a dozen Keynote Workshops and four Free Events open to everyone. 

The futuristic custom-designed 3D virtual Exhibit Hall and marketplace for innovative products, 
Exhibit Hall access comes with any of the ticket purchases. 

Read the Full Article 



Kimberly Meredith on Thrive Global 

Heal.Pray.Love: A Glimpse Into Higher Dimensional Healing - The future of 
healing is here… 

by Marjorie Hope Rothstein (August 16, 2018) 

I am driving up to Los Angeles, from the cool southern California beach city of Laguna, (like the 
Riviera) to the heart of the San Fernando Valley in the sweltering summer heat, to meet a gifted 
medical intuitive. Kimberly Meredith is supposed to be the real deal. Those in the know 
compare her gift of insight and gifts to that of the highly respected trance channeler Edgar 
Cayce, who was uncanny in his abilities to treat all kinds of illnesses through spiritual readings 
and healings. 

I am always open to meeting gifted healers and jump at the chance to experience their 
offerings. Some say that we are in an age of instant manifestation, where anything we desire 
can be manifested into physical reality with the focus of intention and thought. We certainly 
have access to this with a click of a mouse on the world wide web. Many say we are in a new 
paradigm of metaphysical healing and there are many waking up to their own healing gifts, 
developing new ones and sharing with others. Some have experienced this realm where 
miracles are made, and profound healing happens. 

Read the Full Article 



PUBLICATIONS 

Excerpt from Whole Life Times Article (Feb/March 2018): 
Returning to the Light: A Medical Intuitive’s Special Gift of Healing 

“At the early age of three months, my eyes were noticeably blinking.  My grandfather followed 
me around taking photos. At seven, I laid my hands on various animals and experienced their 
recovery from illness and injury. I also noted my hands were different than the hands of other 
children.” 

Excerpt from  LA YOGA Magazine (December 2019): 
Elevating Consciousness with Medical Intuitive-Healer Kimberly Meredith

Kimberly Meredith Shares that Healing is Multidimensional 
by Felicia M. Tomasko 
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Life Connection Magazine (Jan. 2018) 

“No stranger to TLC Magazine–Kimberly 
Meredith is a world-renowned energy healer, 
spiritual teacher and medical intuitive. Granted 
an extraordinary awareness of the spiritual 
world, it’s through a series of physical cues that 
she can detect an individual for healing. She 
has helped thousands of people, removing 
tumors, curing cancer, correcting immobility 
and curing dozens of other ailments. Her 
workshop at the Conscious Life Expo will 
showcase her distinctive mediumship.” 

Kimberly was featured on the cover of 
Awareness Magazine (March 2016), and 
channeled a brilliant interview for the cover 
of The Life Connection Magazine (June 2017).  
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Metro Spiritual Interview at the New Yok Daily News (Nov. 2017): 
“Use Your Aura to Generate Positive Energy”

New York Daily News Article 

“… we are made up of energy, keeping any negative emotions in the body for too long will indeed 
manifest into a disease. She also believes that the stronger you are with living in love and the 
higher your dimensional consciousness is, the harder it becomes for negative energy to permeate 
your cells.” 

“Love is a healing energy and is the strongest weapon we have,” Kimberly says. 

She explained that when someone makes you feel upset or mad, it's actually a blessing because it 
means the energetic frequency is not lining up with yours. 

“Feel it, then breathe it out,” she suggests, while saying, “I am love, I am light.” 
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MEDIA 

World Series Dodger Pitcher, Frankie Sandoval has a miracle healing from 3rd stage rectal 
cancer after a healing session with Kimberly.   

Listen to the interview with Dr. Marissa Pei of UBN Radio and Kimberly 

World Series Dodger Pitcher - Frankie Sandoval - healed of cancer after a 
miracle healing session with Kimberly Meredith!

LISTEN TO RADIO INTERVIEW
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Kimberly Meredith - Healing Cancer in This Century - Carlos Caridad 

Kimberly has recently been on several talk radio shows such as: Revolution Radio on KCOR with 
Sasha Lessin, PhD and Janet Kira, Aquarian Radio with John Polk, Quantum Hologram Matrix 
Radio, Wynn Free Conference Hour on BBSRadio.com, The Arts of Healing Series with Cynthia 
Harrison, Life is a Marathon with Bruce Van Horn, and Healing Cancer in this Century with Carlos 
Caridad. 
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PSYTEK SUBTLE ENERGY LABORATORY & RESEARCH FACILITY

Displaying phenomenal healing abilities, Kimberly was selected by PsyTek Subtle Energy 
Laboratory and Research Facility to undergo ongoing tests to further understand the inner 
workings of her healing abilities.  

In this blind study, which included a medical intuitive scan on a 46 year-old female, what is 
exceptional about Kimberly is that she knew where the knee was injured before the thermography 
was taken. During the healing session, Kimberly laid hands-on the injured knee with chants and 
prayers.  

Then the client was put back into the thermography and the results showed the injured area in red 
and white before the healing session with Kimberly. The results after the session show the areas 
in red dramatically reduced.  

As a result of the aforementioned results and the three additional blind studies that were also 
accurate, Kimberly was featured in the Life Connection Magazine in June 2017.   

PsyTek Subtle Energy Laboratory and Research Facility is excited to move forward in 2018 for 
extensive research on Kimberly.  

Here is the thermographic photo of the knee: 
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Kimberly Meredith’s Healings of the Holy Spirit Testimonials

Kimberly Meredith’s Incredible Story
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